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We prove that the average complexity of the pairwise ordered tree alignment algorithm
of Jiang, Wang and Zhang is in O(nm), where n and m stand for the sizes of the two trees,
respectively. We show that the same result holds for the average complexity of pairwise
comparison of RNA secondary structures, using a set of biologically relevant operations.
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1. Introduction
Pairwise comparison of ordered trees has been subject to a number of works in the recent years. One reason is that
there are natural and important applications in bioinformatics, notably in the domain of RNA structure analysis. Two main
approaches have been developed so far for comparing labeled ordered trees: tree edition and tree alignment. Both are based
on the following edit operations on nodes:
• Substitution: the label of the node is modified.
• Insertion/Deletion: these are two symmetrical operations. When a node is deleted, all of its children become children
of its father. When a node is inserted, it takes place between two (possibly nonconsecutive) siblings, and all the nodes
between these brothers become children of the new node.
A cost function is associated to each operation and its arguments. Given two trees, it is possible to find a sequence of
operations that changes the first one into the other one. The cost of the sequence equals the sumof the costs of its operations.
Now, given two trees T1 and T2,
• the edition problem consists in finding the minimal sequence of operations, in terms of cost, that changes T1 into T2,
• the alignment problem consists in finding a third tree T such that both T1 and T2 can be changed into T by using only
substitutions and insertions, in such a way to minimize the total cost of the operations that have been performed.
The alignment and editionproblems are not equivalent for trees (though they are equivalent for sequences). The first efficient
edition algorithm for ordered rooted trees is due to Zhang and Shasha [13]. It runs in O(n2m2) worst-case complexity, and
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in O(n3/2m3/2) average-case complexity [5], where n and m stand for the numbers of nodes of the two trees, respectively.
Some authors have given variants of the algorithmwhich improve the worst-case complexity [6,11]. Alignment of trees was
first investigated by Jiang, Wang and Zhang [10]. They gave an algorithmwhose worst-case complexity is in O(n2m2). Up to
now, the average complexity of their algorithm was an open question.
RNA structure comparison is a natural application of tree comparison, since any so-called secondary structure without
pseudoknots can be modeled by a labeled ordered tree [14,12]. However, it turns out that the edit operations on trees are
not suitable to compare RNA secondary structures in a biologically relevant way. Some natural changes on RNAs do require
some additional andmore complex operations. Jiang et al. have defined in [9] a set of operations suitable for RNA structures,
and have studied the complexity of the edition problem for a complete hierarchy of RNA structures. They let open the
question of the complexity of the problem for two secondary structures without pseudoknots. This question was answered
later by Blin et al. [2]: the edition problem of two secondary structures without pseudoknots is SNP-hard. The authors of
the present work, together with Blin and Touzet, have shown that, in contrast, the alignment problem of two secondary
structures without pseudoknots is polynomial, in O(n2m2) worst-case complexity [3,8,1].1 Roughly, the algorithm consists
in a generalisation of the tree alignment algorithm to the new operations. Up to now, its average complexity was unknown.
In the present paper, we prove that the average complexity of the tree alignment algorithm of [10] is in O(nm), as well as
the average complexity of the RNA structure alignment algorithm of [1,3,8]. The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2,
we briefly outline the tree alignment algorithm; then Theorem 1 states the average complexity of the algorithm, and its
proof is given. In Section 3, we generalise the result to RNA structures: after briefly recalling the RNA edit operations and
sketching the algorithm, we give in Theorem 2 its average complexity.
2. Average complexity analysis of the tree alignment algorithm
Let us introduce some notation. We write v(f ) for a tree, where v stands for the root node and f is its subforest. We
note p ◦ s the forest composed by the concatenation of the subforests p and s. Since we deal with ordered trees and ordered
forests, p ◦ s is not the same forest as s ◦ p.
Let F be a forest. Two or several nodes of F are said to be siblings if they all have the same parent, or if no one of them
has a parent. A closed subforest of F is a subforest v1(f1) ◦ · · · ◦ vk(fk) of F , such that v1, . . . , vk are consecutive sibling nodes.
A suffix subforest of F is a closed subforest v1(f1) ◦ · · · ◦ vk(fk) of F , such that vk has no right sibling node. We note γ for
the cost function: for two vertices v and v′, γ (v, v′) is the substitution cost of v by v′. By convention, γ (v,−) and γ (−, v′),
respectively, stand for the costs of node deletion and node insertion.
We note align(f , g) for the alignment distance between the subforests f and g . Jiang et al. have given a dynamic
programmingbased algorithm in [10] for computing it, based on a recurrence relation.Wegivehere an equivalent recurrence
with simplified notations:
align(ε, ε) = 0
and for any pair of closed subforests v(f ) ◦ g and v′(f ′) ◦ g ′, where f , g , f ′ and g ′ are possibly empty,
align(v(f ) ◦ g, v′(f ′) ◦ g ′) =
min
{
γ (v,−)+min{align(f , p′)+ align(g, s′) | p′ ◦ s′ = v′(f ′) ◦ g ′}
γ (−, v′)+min{align(p, f ′)+ align(s, g ′) | p ◦ s = v(f ) ◦ g}
γ (v, v′)+ align(f , f ′)+ align(g, g ′).
The alignment distance between two trees T1 and T2 is given by align(T1, T2). The alignment algorithm consists, first, in
computing align(T1, T2)with the above recurrence, and saving the intermediate results in tables. Then a traceback stage gives
the alignment. This last stage is linear according to the size of the largest tree. Thus its complexity is negligible compared to
the first stage: computing align(T1, T2). We focus on it.
Theorem 1. The average complexity of the Jiang–Wang–Zhang tree alignment algorithm for two trees T1 and T2 is inO(|T1|.|T2|),
where |T | stands for the number of nodes of the tree T .
For the sake of clarity, the proof has been split into four lemmas below. Lemma 1 states a preliminary formula for the
average complexity, where some parameters of the trees are present, such as their number of closed subforests or suffix
subforests. Then Lemmas 2–4 allow to simplify the formula. The first two lemmas were also given in [8,1], we recall them
here for the sake of self-containment.
Now let us give some additional definitions and notations. Let T be a tree, v be a vertex of T and f be a subforest of T . The
degree of v, denoted dv , is its number of children. The rank of v, denoted rv , is the position of v among its siblings according
to the left-to-right order. The width of f , denoted w(f ), is the number of trees contained in f , i.e. the number of nodes that
have no parent node in f . We write nT = |T |, and `T for the number of leaves of T . Finally, C(T ) denotes the set of closed
subforests of T and S(T ) denotes the set that contains the suffix subforests and the subtrees of T .
1 Additionally, a complete hierarchy of alignment problems has been thoroughly studied by Blin and Touzet in [3].
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Lemma 1. Let T1 and T2 be two trees. The average number of operations required to compute the alignment distance between
two trees having n+ 1 and m+ 1 nodes respectively is of the order of∑
|T1|=n+1
∑
|T2|=m+1
N(T1, T2)
1
n+1
(2n
n
) 1
m+1
(2m
m
) ,
where N(T1, T2) =
|S(T1)| ×
∑
f∈C(T2)
w(f ) +
∑
f∈S(T1)
w(f )× |C(T2)| +
∑
f∈C(T1)
w(f )× |S(T2)| + |C(T1)| ×
∑
f S(T2)
w(f ).
Proof. The first part is straightforward: the number of required operations is summed over all pairs of trees, and divided by
the number of pairs, that is a product of two Catalan numbers.
Regarding the second part, it was stated in [10] that, for computing align(T1, T2), it is necessary and sufficient to compute
align(F1, F2) for each pair (F1, F2) ∈ (S(T1)× C(T2)) ∪ (C(T1)× S(T2)). Then, for such a pair (F1, F2) and according to the
recurrence relation, the computation of align(F1, F2) requires to choose theminimal cost among (w(F1)+1)+(w(F2)+1)+1
possibilities. Indeed, computing the first line of the recurrence relation requires to choose the best decomposition of F2 into
two subforests p2 and s2 such that F2 = p2 ◦ s2. This means choosing the best decomposition among w(F2) + 1 possible
ones. In the same manner, computing the second line of the recurrence relation requires to choose the best decomposition
of F1 among w(F1) + 1 possible decompositions. At last, computing the third line of the recurrence relation requires no
comparison and offers only one possibility.
Thus, the number of operations required to compute align(T1, T2) is of the order of∑
(F1,F2)∈(S(T1)×C(T2))∪(C(T1)×S(T2))
(w(F1)+ w(F2)) .
By developing this sum, we get:∑
(F1,F2)∈(S(T1)×C(T2))∪(C(T1)×S(T2))
(w(F1)+ w(F2))
=
∑
F1∈S(T1)
∑
F2∈C(T2)
(w(F1)+ w(F2)) +
∑
F1∈C(T1)
∑
F2∈S(T2)
(w(F1)+ w(F2))−
∑
F1∈S(T1)
∑
F2∈S(T2)
(w(F1)+ w(F2))
=
∑
F1∈S(T1)
w(F1)× |C(T2)| + |S(T1)| ×
∑
F2∈C(T2)
w(F2)+
∑
F1∈C(T1)
w(F1)× |S(T2)| + |C(T1)| ×
∑
F2∈S(T2)
w(F2)
−
∑
F1∈S(T1)
w(F1)× |S(T2)| − |S(T1)| ×
∑
F2∈S(T2)
w(F2)
= O(N(T1, T2)). 
Lemma 2. Let T be a tree. The following equalities hold:
(1) |S(T )| = nT + `T − 1,
(2) |C(T )| = 1+∑v∈T (dv+12 ),
(3)
∑
f∈S(T )w(f ) = `T +
∑
v∈T
(dv+1
2
)
,
(4)
∑
f∈C(T )w(f ) = 1+
∑
v∈T
(dv+2
3
)
.
Proof.
(1) There are nT subtrees in T whose roots are the nT nodes of T , respectively. There are also nT suffix subforests in T whose
leftmost trees are rooted at the nT nodes of T , respectively. Among those nT suffix subforests, nT + 1− `T ones are also
subtrees. Indeed, they correspond to subtrees that are rooted at the rightmost child of each internal node, plus the tree
T itself. Thus, the set S(T ) contains nT + nT − (nT + 1− `T ) = nT + `T − 1 elements.
(2) For each vertex v in T , there are as many closed subforests whose rightmost trees is rooted at v as the rank of v. Then,
the cardinality of C(T ) equals the sum of ranks of all vertices of T :∑
v∈T
rv = 1+
∑
v∈T
∑
1≤k≤dv
k
= 1+
∑
v∈T
(
dv(dv + 1)
2
)
= 1+
∑
v∈T
(
dv + 1
2
)
.
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Fig. 1. Numbers of closed subforests whose root node of the rightmost tree is vi respectively, for a sequence of sibling vertices (vi).
Fig. 2. Sum from 1 to the degree of the parent node of siblings vi of Fig. 1.
(3) The width of a tree is equal to 1. Then the sum of the widths of the subtrees of T is equal to nT . The width of a suffix
subforest whose leftmost tree is rooted at v and whose parent node (if exists) degree is d, is equal to d − rv + 1. The
width of the suffix subforest corresponding to the tree T is 1. Then, the sum of the widths of the suffix subforests is
1+
∑
v∈T
∑
1≤k≤dv
(dv − k+ 1) = 1+
∑
v∈T
∑
1≤m≤dv
m
= 1+
∑
v∈T
(
dv + 1
2
)
.
There are nT + 1− `T suffix subforests that are also subtrees, then the sum of their widths is equal to nT + 1− `T . Thus,
the sum of widths of the elements of the set S(T ) is
nT + 1+
∑
v∈T
(
dv + 1
2
)
− (nT + 1− `T ) = `T +
∑
v∈T
(
dv + 1
2
)
.
(4) For each vertex v in T , there are rv closed subforests whose rightmost tree is rooted at v. Their widths are equal to 1,
2, . . . , rv , respectively. Thus, the sum of widths of closed subforests equals
1+
∑
v∈T
∑
1≤k≤dv
∑
1≤m≤k
m = 1+
∑
v∈T
∑
1≤k≤dv
k(k+ 1)
2
= 1+
∑
v∈T
dv(dv + 1)(dv + 2)
6
= 1+
∑
v∈T
(
dv + 2
3
)
. 
Lemma 3.
∀n ≥ 0,
∑
|T |=n+1
∑
v∈T
(
dv + 1
2
)
=
(
2n+ 1
n+ 1
)
.
Proof. As stated in Lemma 2, for n ≥ 0,∑|T |=n+1∑v∈T (dv+12 ) is the number of closed subforests in all trees T with n + 1
vertices, not counting the whole tree T . Let an,k be the number of vertices whose degree is greater or equal to k in all trees
with n edges (thus n+ 1 vertices), for each n ≥ k ≥ 0.
Fig. 1 shows, for each vertex vi of a sequence of siblings, the number of closed subforestswhose root node of the rightmost
tree is vi. Fig. 2 shows the sum from 1 to the degree of the parent node of these siblings. We can see that :
• counting 1 time each vertex v ∈ T with dv ≥ 1 is equivalent to sum all vertices labeled 1 in T except the root node,• counting 2 times each vertex v ∈ T with dv ≥ 2 is equivalent to sum all vertices labeled 2 in T ,
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• ...
• counting nT − 1 times each vertex v ∈ T with dv ≥ nT − 1 is equivalent to sum all vertices labeled nT − 1 in T .
Hence,∑
|T |=n+1
∑
v∈T
(
dv + 1
2
)
=
∑
1≤k≤n
kan,k.
Dershowitz and Zaks have shown in [4] that the number of vertices of degree k in all trees with n edges, denoted dn,k, is
equal to
(2n−k−1
n−1
)
. Thus we can write ∀n ≥ 0, ∀0 ≤ k ≤ n, an,k =∑k≤p≤n dn,p. We get
an,k =
∑
k≤p≤n
(
2n− p− 1
n− 1
)
=
∑
n−1≤q≤2n−k−1
(
q
n− 1
)
by setting q = 2n− p− 1
=
(
2n− k
n
)
by [7, formula (5.10) page 160].
Then we have:∑
k≤p≤n
an,p =
∑
k≤p≤n
(
2n− p
n
)
=
(
2n− k+ 1
n+ 1
)
= an+1,k+1.
And now, we get:∑
1≤k≤n
kan,k =
∑
1≤k≤n
∑
k≤p≤n
an,p
=
∑
1≤p≤n
an+1,p+1
= an+2,3
=
(
2n+ 1
n− 1
)
.
Hence,
∀n ≥ 0,
∑
|T |=n+1
∑
v∈T
(
dv + 1
2
)
=
(
2n+ 1
n+ 1
)
. 
Lemma 4.
∀n ≥ 0,
∑
|T |=n+1
∑
v∈T
(
dv + 2
3
)
=
(
2n+ 2
n− 1
)
.
Proof. For n ≥ 0,∑|T |=n+1∑v∈T (dv+23 ) is the sum of widths of closed subforests in all trees T with n + 1 vertices, not
counting the whole tree T . Let bn,k be the number of vertices whose rank is greater or equal to k in all trees with n edges
(thus n+ 1 vertices), not counting the root node, for each n ≥ k ≥ 0.
Fig. 3 shows, for each vertex vi of a sequence of siblings, the sum of widths of closed subforests whose root node of the
rightmost tree is vi. Fig. 4 shows sums from 1 to the rank of each of these siblings.
• We count 1 time each vertex v ∈ T with rv ≥ 1 except the root node,
• we count 2 supplementary times each vertex v ∈ T with rv ≥ 2,
• ...
• and we count nT − 1 supplementary times each vertex v ∈ T with rv ≥ nT − 1.
Thus, each vertex v ∈ T whose rank is equal to k is counted 1 + 2 + · · · + k times, i.e as many time as the sum of widths
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Fig. 3. Sums of widths of closed subforests whose root node of the rightmost tree is vi respectively, for a sequence of sibling vertices (vi).
Fig. 4. Sums from 1 to ranks of siblings vi of the Fig. 3, respectively.
of closed subforest whose rightmost tree is rooted at v. Thus, it is equivalent to sum the widths of closed subforests of T ,
except the width of T . Hence,
∀n ≥ 0,
∑
|T |=n+1
∑
v∈T
(
dv + 2
3
)
=
∑
1≤k≤n
kbn,k.
There are as many vertices of rank k in T not counting the root node as vertices of degree greater or equal to k in T , hence
bn,k =∑k≤p≤n an,p. Thus, we get
bn,k = an+1,k+1
=
(
2n− k+ 1
n+ 1
)
.
We notice the following equalities:∑
k≤p≤n
bn,p =
∑
k≤p≤n
(
2n− p+ 1
n+ 1
)
=
(
2n− k+ 2
n+ 2
)
= bn+1,k+1.
And now, we get:∑
1≤k≤n
kbn,k =
∑
1≤k≤n
∑
k≤p≤n
bn,p
=
∑
1≤p≤n
bn+1,p+1
= bn+2,3
=
(
2n+ 2
n− 1
)
.
Hence,
∀n ≥ 0,
∑
|T |=n+1
∑
v∈T
(
dv + 2
3
)
=
(
2n+ 2
n− 1
)
. 
Now we can prove Theorem 1.
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Proof (of Theorem 1). As we have seen in Lemma 1, the average number of operations for computing align(T1, T2), where
|T1| = n+ 1 and |T2| = m+ 1 is on the order of∑
|T1|=n+1
∑
|T2|=m+1
N(T1, T2)
1
n+1
(2n
n
) 1
m+1
(2m
m
) . (1)
By using the second part of Lemma 1 and developing the double sum on n and m in the previous expression, we obtain an
expression whose main components are the four following ones, where T stands for either T1 or T2.
• According to Lemma 2, the average number of subtrees and suffix subforests in a tree of size n+ 1 is∑
|T |=n+1
(n+ 1+ `T − 1)
1
n+1
(2n
n
) = O(n).
• According to Lemmas 2 and 3, the average number of closed subforests in a tree of size n+ 1 is∑
|T |=n+1
(
1+
∑
v∈T
(
dv + 1
2
))
1
n+1
(2n
n
) = 1n+1 (2nn )+ (2n+1n−1 )1
n+1
(2n
n
)
= 1+ (n+ 1) (2n+ 1)! n! n!
(n− 1)! (n+ 2)! (2n)!
= 1+ n (2n+ 1)
n+ 2
= O(n).
• According to Lemmas 2 and 3, the average sum of widths of subtrees and suffix subforests in a tree of size n+ 1 is∑
|T |=n+1
(
`T +
∑
v∈T
(
dv + 1
2
))
1
n+1
(2n
n
) =
∑
|T |=n+1
`T
1
n+1
(2n
n
) + (2n+1n−1 )1
n+1
(2n
n
)
= O(n).
• According to Lemmas 2 and 4, the average sum of widths of closed subforests in a tree of size n+ 1 is∑
|T |=n+1
(
1+
∑
v∈T
(
dv + 2
3
))
1
n+1
(2n
n
) = 1n+1 (2nn )+ (2n+2n−1 )1
n+1
(2n
n
)
= 1+ (n+ 1) (2n+ 2)! n! n!
(n− 1)! (n+ 3)! (2n)!
= 1+ n (2n+ 1) (2n+ 2)
(n+ 2) (n+ 3)
= O(n).
Now, injecting these four results in the expression (1), we find that the average number of operations to compute
alignment of two trees of sizes n andm, respectively, is on the order of n.m. 
3. RNA secondary structure alignment
Webriefly present here the set of operations that are to be considered on RNA structures [9] andwe outline the alignment
algorithm given in [3,8,1]. Then we state its average complexity.
An RNA secondary structure without pseudoknots can be described as a sequence S on the alphabet {A, C, G, U} and a set
P of pairs of positions (i, j) ∈ [[1, |S|]]2, where |S| stands for the length of S, such that i < j and such that for any (i, j) ∈ P ,
(k, l) ∈ P , i ≤ k, one of the following assertions is true :
• i = k and j = l,
• i < j < k < l,
• i < k < l < j.
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Fig. 5. On the left: an RNA secondary structure without pseudoknot represented as a sequence and a set of arcs. On the right: the same RNA structure
modeled by a tree.
Fig. 6. Relevant edit operations for RNA, presented on trees. (a) Base-deletion. (b) Base-insertion. (c) Base-substitution. (d) Pair-deletion. (e) Pair-insertion.
(f) Pair-substitution. (g) Scission. (h) Fusion. (i) Left-alteration. (j) Left-completion. (k) Right-alteration. (l) Right-completion.
The elements of P are also called arcs. Then a non-paired base is represented by a letter that is not incident to an arc, and a
pair of bases is represented by an arc and its two incident letters.
From this representation, we can easily build a tree, by reading the sequence letter by letter and applying the following
algorithm.
(1) If the current letter is not incident to an arc, a leaf is added and its label is the current letter. It becomes current vertex.
The next vertex will be added as right sibling of this leaf, except if the next case is case 3.
(2) If the current letter is incident to the left branch of an arc, an internal node is added and its label is the concatenation
of the current letter and the other letter that is incident to the same arc. It becomes the current vertex. The next vertex
will be added as child of this internal node, except if the next case is case 3.
(3) If the current letter is incident to the right branch of an arc, no vertex is added. The parent node of the current vertex
becomes the current vertex and the next vertex will be added as right sibling of it, except if the next case is case 3.
We obtain a forest, to which we add a root node. In such a tree, leaves correspond to non-paired bases and internal nodes
correspond to pairs of bases, as shown in Fig. 5.
Now we can define a set of edit operations on such trees, that correspond to the edit operations introduced by Jiang
et al. on arc-annotated sequences. Moreover, we give a cost for each edit operation, depending on the labels of the involved
vertices. These operations are illustrated on Fig. 6 and detailed below.
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• Base-mismatch stands for replacing a letter by another one. In trees, it corresponds to change the label of a leaf v,
becoming the leaf v′, and it is called base-substitution. It costs BSub(v, v′).
• Base-deletion stands for either deleting a letter or inserting a letter. In trees, it corresponds to delete a leaf or insert a leaf
v, respectively, and it is called base-deletion or base-insertion, respectively. It costs BDel(v) or BIns(v), respectively.
• Arc-mismatch stands for replacing the two letters incident to an arc, by twoother letters. In trees, it corresponds to change
the label of an internal node v, becoming the internal node v′, and it is called pair-substitution. It costs PSub(v, v′).
• Arc-removing stands for either deleting or inserting an arc and its two incident bases. In trees, in the first case, it
corresponds to delete an internal node v. The children of this node become children of its parent node. It is called pair-
deletion and it costs PDel(v). In the second case, it corresponds to insert an internal node v as parent node of a set of
consecutive siblings. It is called pair-insertion and it costs PIns(v).
• Arc-breaking stands for either deleting an arc or inserting an arc. In trees, in the first case, it corresponds to replace an
internal node v by two sibling leaves v′ and v′c such that v′ is on the left of v′c . The children of the internal node v become
right siblings and left siblings v′ and v′c , respectively. It is called scission and it costs Sci(v, (v′, v′c)). In the second case, it
corresponds to replace two sibling leaves v and vc such that v is on the left of vc by an internal node v′, siblings nodes
between v and vc becoming children of the internal node v′. It is called fusion and it costs Fus((v, vc), v′).
• Arc-altering stands for either deleting an arc and one if its incident letters, or inserting an arc and a letter incident to
this arc. The deleted or inserted letter can be incident either to the left or to the right branch of the arc. In trees, in the
first case, it corresponds to replace an internal node v by a leaf v′. If the deleted letter is the left one, then children of the
internal node v become left siblings of the leaf v′. It is called left-alteration and it costs LAlt(v, v′). If the deleted letter
is the right one, then children of the internal node v become right siblings of the leaf v′. It is called right-alteration and
it costs RAlt(v, v′). In the second case, it corresponds to replace a leaf v by an internal node v′. If the inserted letter is
the left one, then left siblings of the leaf v become children of the internal node v′. It is called left-completion and it costs
LComp(v, v′). If the inserted letter is the right one, then right siblings of the leaf v become children of the internal node
v′. It is called right-completion and it costs RComp(v, v′).
For a vertex v, the letter v denotes both the vertex and its label. We assume that leaves are labeled in the alphabetΣ , and
that internal nodes are labeled inΣ .Σ . We also assume that− /∈ Σ (then ∀x ∈ Σ, x− /∈ Σ .Σ, −x /∈ Σ .Σ, −− /∈ Σ .Σ).
We also note Σ− = Σ ∪ {−}, Σ−2∗ = (Σ− × Σ−) \ {(−,−)}, Σ2 = Σ .Σ , Σ−2 = Σ2 ∪ {(−,−)} and Σ−2∗2 =
(Σ−2 ×Σ−2 ) \ {((−,−), (−,−))}. Finally, we note Σ˜ = Σ−2∗ ∪Σ−2∗2 ∪ (Σ2 ×Σ−2∗) ∪ (Σ−2∗ ×Σ2).
Now we define the following cost function γ :
γ : Σ˜ −→ R
(a, b) 7−→ γ (a, b) =

BDel(a) if (a, b) ∈ Σ × {−}
(base-deletion cost)
BIns(b) if (a, b) ∈ {−} ×Σ
(base-insertion cost)
BSub(a, b) if (a, b) ∈ Σ ×Σ
(base-substitution cost)
PDel(a) if (a, b) ∈ Σ .Σ × {(−,−)}
(pair-deletion cost)
PIns(b) if (a, b) ∈ {(−,−)} ×Σ .Σ
(pair-insertion cost)
PSub(a, b) if (a, b) ∈ Σ .Σ ×Σ .Σ
(pair-substitution cost)
Fus(a, b) if (a, b) ∈ (Σ ×Σ)×Σ .Σ
(fusion cost)
Sci(a, b) if (a, b) ∈ Σ .Σ × (Σ ×Σ)
(scission cost)
LAlt(a, b) if (a, b) ∈ Σ .Σ × ({−} ×Σ)
(left-alteration cost)
RAlt(a, b) if (a, b) ∈ Σ .Σ × (Σ × {−})
(right-alteration cost)
LComp(a, b) if (a, b) ∈ ({−} ×Σ)×Σ .Σ
(left-completion cost)
RComp(a, b) if (a, b) ∈ (Σ × {−})×Σ .Σ
(right-completion cost).
Now we give the recurrence relation to compute alignment distance between two RNA secondary structures modeled by
trees. As for trees, the alignment algorithm is based on dynamic programming.
By convention,
align(ε, ε) = 0
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and, for any pair of closed subforests v(f ) ◦ g and v′(f ′) ◦ g ′, where f , g , f ′ and g ′ are possibly empty,
align(v(f ) ◦ g, v′(f ′) ◦ g ′) =
min

γ (v,−)+ align(g, v′(f ′) ◦ g ′)
if v is a leaf
γ (−, v′)+ align(v(f ) ◦ g, g ′)
if v′ is a leaf
γ (v, v′)+ align(g, g ′)
if v, v′ are leaves
min{γ (v, (−,−))+ align(f , p′)+ align(g, s′) | p′ ◦ s′ = v′(f ′) ◦ g ′}
if v is an internal node
min{γ ((−,−), v′)+ align(p, f ′)+ align(s, g ′) | p ◦ s = v(f ) ◦ g}
if v′ is an internal node
γ (v, v′)+ align(f , f ′)+ align(g, g ′)
if v, v′ are internal nodes
min{γ (v, (v′, v′c))+ align(f , p′)+ align(g, s′) | p′ ◦ v′c ◦ s′ = g ′}
if v is an internal node, v′, v′c are leaves
min{γ ((v, vc), v′)+ align(p, f ′)+ align(s, g ′) | p ◦ vc ◦ s = g}
if v, vc are leaves, v′ is an internal node
min{γ (v, (−, v′c))+ align(f , p′)+ align(g, s′) | p′ ◦ v′c ◦ s′ = v′(f ′) ◦ g ′}
if v is an internal node, v′c is a leaf
min{γ (v, (v′,−))+ align(f , p′)+ align(g, s′) | p′ ◦ s′ = g ′}
if v is an internal node, v′ is a leaf
min{γ ((−, vc), v′)+ align(p, f ′)+ align(s, g ′) | p ◦ vc ◦ s = v(f ) ◦ g}
if vc is a leaf, v′ is an internal node
min{γ ((v,−), v′)+ align(p, f ′)+ align(s, g ′) | p ◦ s = g}
if v is a leaf, v′ is an internal node.
Theorem 2. The average complexity of the secondary structures alignment algorithm for two secondary structures S1 and S2 is
in O(|S1|.|S2|), where |S| stands for the length of the RNA sequence S.
Proof. The number of vertices in a tree modeling an RNA secondary structure is on the order of the length of the RNA
sequence. Indeed, for an RNA sequence S of size n, there are at most n2 pairs. Since each vertex of its corresponding tree T
represent either a base pair or a non-paired base, there are at least n2 vertices and at most n vertices in T . Thus, the number
of vertices in T is on the order of the size of the sequence S.
Nowwe can see that the pattern of that recurrence is the same as the one of Jiang–Wang–Zhang’s recurrence. Moreover,
the number of additional operations (that are involved in the additional cases) is of the same order as the number of the
former ones. Thus, the total number of operations for aligning two trees or two RNA secondary structures only differ by a
constant factor. 
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